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tration dispute Skilling’s blunt assess-
ment? The fact is that money talks, and
achievers in corporations and on Wall
Street listen. That’s at least a big part of
the reason they’ve chosen those pursuits,
rather than high-school teaching.

And there’s nothing necessarily wrong
with that. We all benefit, some more di-
rectly than others, when smart, competent
business people invent new ways of trad-
ing natural gas or, to choose another ex-
ample of more immediate interest, finance
home loans. We need entrepreneurs as
well as algebra instructors. 

But cheaters, given a chance to bend the
rules, can weaken any enterprise. Lay,

Skilling, & Company were cheaters (as
well as far less competent corporate
strategists than they and a lot of other
people thought at the time). Salter help-
fully recounts an incident from as far back
as 1987, when Lay discovered a rogue oil-
trading team manipulating the ledgers to
reap substantial bonuses. Rather than fire
the miscreants, Salter notes, Lay papered
over the situation. His response, widely
observed at the company, “became part of
Enron’s cultural lore.”

The author puts great faith in rational
internal controls and company audit com-
mittees. Almost as an afterthought, he
notes that what was also missing at Enron

was “a deep commitment to ‘quality’ ob-
jectives—compliance with the law, the
principles underlying the law, and high
ethical standards—and thoughtful reflec-
tion on how best to achieve those objec-
tives.” Well, yes. This is what tends to be
missing when investigators comb the
wreckage of a financial calamity. There
were countless individuals within Enron
who could have quit their jobs and alerted
regulators to what was going on. Brave
souls were in short supply.  

What also tends to be missing—and
what Salter might have emphasized
more—is skeptical oversight from the out-
side. An overmatched, understa≠ed SEC

Thomas Engelsing would like
to learn the source of the fol-

lowing lines: “And now hear this,

my ruder truth, thou art com-

posed of lust unchained and

most vile flux.”

Royall Moore hopes that someone can

provide a citation for the phrase “North

northwest the path of culture” (i.e., Egypt

to Mesopotamia to Greece, Rome, Eu-

rope, and the New World)—a line he

heard on a radio broadcast by Robert

Frost, who was reading from his poems.

Tobe Kemp seeks a provenance

for his family’s longtime expres-

sion, “And I’m the dumpsy dido

that can do it.” 

Send inquiries and answers to

“Chapter and Verse,” Harvard Magazine,

7 Ware Street, Cambridge 02138, or via

e-mail to chapterandverse@harvard-

mag.com.
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